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No Ordinary Time
Presents a social history of the United States in 1940, along with a moment-by-moment account of Roosevelt's leadership
and the private lives of the president and First Lady, whose remarkable partnership transformed America. (This book was
previously featured in Forecast.)

No Ordinary Boy
He is the next Marquess of Wolvington . . . She is a lady with nothing but beauty and wits . . . Together they share a
forbidden kiss . Lady Rebecca is determined to find a husband on her own terms, rather than marry any of the aging suitors
her greedy aunt and uncle foist upon her. Her chance comes at the Kingsborough Ball, where she meets several potential
grooms . . . yet no one compares to the dangerously handsome Daniel Neville. Notorious rake and heir to the Marquess of
Wolvington, Daniel Neville is in need of a bride, but finding a lady who’s willing to accept his past is an entirely different
matter. When he spies a stunning woman across the ballroom, Daniel believes he’s found her . . . until scandal erupts
around them. How can he convince Rebecca to take a chance on him . . . and on the love that could be theirs forever after?

No Ordinary Life
Love, war, espionage, NO ORDINARY LIFE is a thrilling inside account of diplomatic life seen through the eyes of newlyweds
in Cape Town during one of the most dangerous periods in South Africa's modern history. What Mary thought would be an
adventure in a foreign land turns out to be a political pressure cooker, until Mandela is elected President.
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No Ordinary Jacket
A fan-favorite from New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann, originally published in 1996. He was the sexiest
guy she’d ever met. And that was about all Jess Baxter knew about her newest tenant. Rob Carpenter was a master at
dodging questions, and igniting her desires. With just one of his searing kisses, Jess was hotter than the Florida sun. Then
the murders started—all women who looked liked her. And the profile of the killer matched Rob. Was he an innocent
victim—or had his burning kisses only been a smoke screen?

No Ordinary Love Story
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of
adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a
Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter
and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that
ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and
in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind
fantasy world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October
2020!

No Ordinary Genius
Jenny McPhee's critically acclaimed debut, The Center of Things, was hailed by O, The Oprah Magazine as "a smart novel of
love, lust, and life's miraculous randomness." The New York Times Book Review called it "an engaging novel about big
ideas." In her delightful new novel, No Ordinary Matter, McPhee turns her razor-sharp pen on the offbeat worlds of soap
operas, mistaken identities, private detectives, and sibling rivalries as she deftly navigates the territory between
coincidence and fate. Veronica Moore writes for a daytime drama while secretly composing a musical and has fallen in love
with Alex Drake, who plays a neurologist on her show. Lillian Moore is a neurologist who is pregnant from a one-night stand.
Veronica and Lillian have hired Brian Byrd, P. I., to uncover the mystery surrounding their father's death. Before they know
it, unexpected answers come crawling out of the woodwork. The sisters meet monthly at the Hungarian Pastry Shop, where
they entangle their futures and unravel their pasts, setting the stage for a series of revelations that will change the course
of everyone's lives. This fast-paced narrative is full of situations worthy of the steamiest of soaps, and yet McPhee renders
this fantastical world delightfully ordinary. No Ordinary Matter is as addictive as a soap opera, as high-kicking as a
Broadway show, as insightful as an MRI, and as satisfying as a buttery croissant. With its sly charm and witty sophistication,
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McPhee's new novel is another sparkling gem from a rising literary star.

The Breadwinner
One of the Must-Read Books of 2019 According to O: The Oprah Magazine * Time * Bustle * Electric Literature * Publishers
Weekly * The Millions * The Week * Good Housekeeping “There is more life packed on each page of Ordinary Girls than
some lives hold in a lifetime.” —Julia Alvarez In this searing memoir, Jaquira Díaz writes fiercely and eloquently of her
challenging girlhood and triumphant coming of age. While growing up in housing projects in Puerto Rico and Miami Beach,
Díaz found herself caught between extremes. As her family split apart and her mother battled schizophrenia, she was
supported by the love of her friends. As she longed for a family and home, her life was upended by violence. As she
celebrated her Puerto Rican culture, she couldn’t find support for her burgeoning sexual identity. From her own struggles
with depression and sexual assault to Puerto Rico’s history of colonialism, every page of Ordinary Girls vibrates with music
and lyricism. Díaz writes with raw and refreshing honesty, triumphantly mapping a way out of despair toward love and hope
to become her version of the girl she always wanted to be. Reminiscent of Tara Westover’s Educated, Kiese Laymon’s
Heavy, Mary Karr’s The Liars’ Club, and Terese Marie Mailhot’s Heart Berries, Jaquira Díaz’s memoir provides a vivid portrait
of a life lived in (and beyond) the borders of Puerto Rico and its complicated history—and reads as electrically as a novel.

No Ordinary Billionaire
The movie Jeremiah Johnson introduced millions to the legendary mountain man, John Johnson. The real Johnson was a far
cry from the Redford version. Standing 6'2" in his stocking feet and weighing nearly 250 pounds, he was a mountain man
among mountain men, one of the toughest customers on the western frontier. As the story goes, one morning in 1847
Johnson returned to his Rocky Mountain trapper's cabin to find the remains of his murdered Indian wife and her unborn
child. He vowed vengeance against an entire Indian tribe. Crow Killer tells of that one-man, decades-long war to avenge his
beloved. Whether seen as a realistic glimpse of a long ago, fierce frontier world, or as a mythic retelling of the many tales
spun around and by Johnson, Crow Killer is unforgettable. This new edition, redesigned for the first time, features an
introduction by western frontier expert Nathan E. Bender and a glossary of Indian tribes.

The Last Wish
In this delightful bedtime rhyme a young child bids good night to the moon, recalling all the familiar things surrounding her,
from her pillow, her book, and her kitten to the swing outside, the robins in the trees, and the starry night. Written by awardwinning novelist and poet Pamela Porter, the book is complemented by the swirling, joyful, and whimsical illustrations of
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Matt James. The words and music for “At the Gate of Heaven” (“A la puerta del cielo”), a New Mexican lullaby, are included.

No Ordinary Day
When their parents divorce and their dad moves in with a princess and her brood, seven bandit children are upset and wish
the new additions to their family would just go away--until they do.

Ordinary Girls
Jan Phillips synthesizes the wisdom embodied in an ancient tradition with the spiritual awaking engaging sojourners of the
21st century. This book provides a creative synthesis from monastery to market-place, from monastic time to the
sacredness of every day, and every hour therein.

No Ordinary Lizard
Twelve-year-old Owen Turney died on October 24th, 2010, of unknown causes. No Ordinary Boy is Jennifer Johannesen's
extraordinary story of her profoundly disabled son, his family, his caregivers and his doctors. It is a sharply evocative,
sometimes humorous, never sentimental chronicle-not only of perpetual crisis management, crushing disappointments and
dashed hopes, but also one of love, spiritual growth, self-understanding, acceptance and maturity.

Defending Jacob
Dante Sinclair never cared about his family's money. All the young billionaire ever wanted was to be a cop; and now that
he's a homicide detective in Los Angeles, he's a damn good one. But when he is injured and loses his partner in the line of
duty, he returns to his vacation home in Amesport, Maine, to recover. Sarah Baxter, a brilliant young doctor still struggling
with her stifled upbringing, has recently moved from Chicago to sleepy Amesport to escape her past, hoping to find peace.
When Sarah is assigned to Dante's case, there's an instant heat between them. They couldn't possibly be more different,
yet their igniting passion is impossible to ignore. As new feelings awaken within Sarah, her haunted past returns,
threatening her once again. But can Dante overcome his grief and discover the secrets Sarah is hiding in time to protect
and rescue her?

Steve Jobs: The Brilliant Mind Behind Apple
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On an otherwise ordinary day, Elliot discovers something extraordinary: the power of mindfulness. When he asks his
neighbor Carmen for a snack, he's at first disappointed when she hands him an apple - he wanted candy! But when
encouraged to carefully and attentively look, feel, smell, taste, and even listen to the apple, Elliot discovers that this apple
is not ordinary at all. Lushly and humorously illustrated, No Ordinary Apple makes a traditional technique for training
mindfulness a fun and enjoyable way for children to learn to slow down and appreciate even the simplest things.

Crow Killer, New Edition
Liz Sutherland grew up with literally no identity. She has no memory of the first few years of her life, other than the jarring
experience of being dropped off at a stranger's house when she was a child. She and her siblings lived with their
'grandmother' who abused and mistreated the children every single day. When she finally escaped that life, Liz was thrust
into the foster care system. The day she turned eighteen, she was put out on her own. Her book, No Ordinary Liz, chronicles
her journey through foster care and beyond as she struggled to find her way in the world and discover her true identity.
Along the way, this far-from-ordinary woman found out her birth story was more complex than she had ever imagined, filled
with twists and turns that brought her through an incredible journey towards unraveling her past. This book, both memoir
and guidebook, is designed to offer hope for those in and out of the foster care system, as well as support and resources for
agencies, youth aging out of foster can and foster parents.

Moody Cow Meditates
THE INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER No Ordinary Dog is the powerful true story of a SEAL Team Operator and military dog
handler, and the dog that saved his life. Two dozen Navy SEALs descended on Osama bin Laden’s compound in May 2011.
After the mission, only one name was made public: Cairo, a Belgian Malinois and military working dog. This is Cairo's story,
and that of his handler, Will Chesney, a SEAL Team Operator whose life would be irrevocably tied to Cairo's. Starting in
2008, when Will was introduced to the SEAL canine program, he and Cairo worked side by side, depending on each other for
survival on hundreds of critical operations in the war on terrorism. But their bond transcended their service. Then, in 2011,
the call came: Pick up your dog and get back to Virginia. Now. What followed were several weeks of training for a secret
mission. It soon became clear that this was no ordinary operation. Cairo was among the first members of the U.S. military
on the ground in Pakistan as part of Operation Neptune Spear, which resulted in the successful elimination of bin Laden. As
Cairo settled into a role as a reliable “spare dog,” Will went back to his job as a DEVGRU operator, until a grenade blast in
2013 left him with a brain injury and PTSD. Unable to participate in further missions, he suffered from crippling migraines,
chronic pain, memory issues, and depression. Modern medicine provided only modest relief. Instead, it was up to Cairo to
save Will's life once more—and then up to Will to be there when Cairo needed him the most.
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A Birthday Cake is No Ordinary Cake
Each title in this series takes an in-depth and critical look at a leading contemporary or historical figure, examining his or
her early life, rise to prominence, accomplishments, and lasting influence with the help of time lines, index, and glossary.

No Ordinary Matter
A journalist pulls a random day in history from a hat to see if he can make a worthwhile news story from what happened.
The result is One Day, a deeply illuminating and affecting exploration of the quiet dramas and human interaction that make
a seemingly insignificant day - December 28th, 1986 - into an important, poignant part of American history.

The Big Cheese
Shortlisted for the SYRCA 2013 Diamond Willow Award, selected as an American Library Association 2012 Notable Children's
Book, a Booklist Editors’ Choice, nominated for the OLA Golden Oak Tree Award, and a finalist for the Ruth and Sylvia
Schwartz Children’s Book Awards: Young Adult/Middle Reader Award, the Governor General's Literary Awards: Children's
Text and the Canadian Library Association Book of the Year for Children Award There’s not much that upsets young Valli.
Even though her days are spent picking coal and fighting with her cousins, life in the coal town of Jharia, India, is the only
life she knows. The only sight that fills her with terror are the monsters who live on the other side of the train tracks -- the
lepers. Valli and the other children throw stones at them. No matter how hard her life is, she tells herself, at least she will
never be one of them. Then she discovers that she is not living with family after all, that her "aunt" was a stranger who was
paid money to take Valli off her own family’s hands. She decides to leave Jharia . . . and so begins a series of adventures
that takes her to Kolkata, the city of the gods. It’s not so bad. Valli finds that she really doesn’t need much to live. She can
"borrow" the things she needs and then pass them on to people who need them more than she does. It helps that though
her bare feet become raw wounds as she makes her way around the city, she somehow feels no pain. But when she
happens to meet a doctor on the ghats by the river, Valli learns that she has leprosy. Despite being given a chance to
receive medical care, she cannot bear the thought that she is one of those monsters she has always feared, and she flees,
to an uncertain life on the street.

World Without Mind
A lyrical recipe uses seasonal changes to explain to a child the time that passes between one birthday and the next.
Includes a recipe for more traditional birthday cake, as well as information about the passage of time and how it is revealed
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through tree

No Ordinary Family
Bold illustrations and simple verse celebrate the bonds within a family and the powerful gift of unconditional love. By the
author of Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch and When Mama Comes Home Tonight.

No Ordinary Apple
On an otherwise ordinary day, Elliot discovers something extraordinary: the power of mindfulness. When he asks his
neighbor Carmen for a snack, he's at first disappointed when she hands him an apple - he wanted candy! But when
encouraged to carefully and attentively look, feel, smell, taste, and even listen to the apple, Elliot discovers that this apple
is not ordinary at all. Lushly and humorously illustrated, No Ordinary Apple makes a traditional technique for training
mindfulness a fun and enjoyable way for children to learn to slow down and appreciate even the simplest things.

No Ordinary Woman
What happens when you outgrow a cherished piece of clothing? An affectionate tale about letting go and watching the
things you love take on a new life. The jacket was no ordinary jacket. It was soft, like dandelion fluff. It was comforting, like
a hug from your favorite teddy bear. And it had four dazzling buttons down the front. Amelia wears her favorite jacket
everywhere. She wears it to preschool. And to Aunty Kath's house. And to the store. Even to bed! But one day, she can't fit
into it anymore. Perhaps she should give it to her little sister, Lilly? Then she can wear it everywhere . . . until it doesn't fit
her either, and the jacket can live on in other surprising ways. A reassuring text combines with enchanting collage
illustrations to tell a story that is as warm and cozy as a well-loved coat.

The Scandal in Kissing an Heir
Twelve-year-old Adam is whisked away from his imperfect but quiet life with the arrival of a stranger and a magical promise
in this time travel mystery. It's 1999 and Adam doesn't mind living at his uncle's bakery, the Biscuit Basket, on the Lower
East Side in New York City. The warm, delicious smells of freshly baked breads and chocolate croissants make every day
feel cozy, even if Adam doesn't have many friends and he misses his long dead parents very much. When a mysterious but
cheerful customer shows Adam a snow globe and says that adventures await him, it's too strange to be true. But days later,
an unbelievable, incredible thing happens. Adam finds a similar looking snow globe and immediately travels back in time,
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first to Times Square in 1935, then a candle factory fire in 1967. But how are these moments related? What do they have to
do with his parents' death? And why is a tall man with long eyebrows and a thin mustache following Adam's every move? In
her debut novel G. Z. Schmidt has crafted a world filled with serendipity, mystery, and adventure for readers of Roald Dahl
and Lemony Snicket.

No Ordinary Olive
A portrait of the late Nobel Prize-winning physicist recounts his early enthusiasm for science, work on the atom bomb, and
inquiry into the Challenger explosion

No Ordinary Thing
One Day
Artist, photographer, writer, world traveler and, above all, explorer, Mary Schaffer Warren overcame the limited
expectations of women at the turn of the nineteenth century in order to follow her dreams.Mary, born into a wealthy Quaker
family in Pennsylvania, was a precocious child who excelled at school. She was much more interested in the arts and
traveling. A trip across Canada in 1889 proved the turning point in Mary's life. Not only did she meet her future husbanddoctor and botanist Charles Schaffer-she also fell hopelessly in love with the mountains.After Charles' death, Mary
embarked on explorations into the Canadian Rockies at a time when it was not thought proper for a woman to do so. Her
most famous trips of 1907 and 1908 resulted in the rediscovery of Maligne Lake and the highly regarded book Old Indian
Trails of the Canadian Rockies. Mary eventually settled in Banff and there married her handsome young guide Billy
Warren.Since her death in 1937, she continues to inspire young people and women in particular.

Yellow Moon, Apple Moon
Moody Cow has a lot of angry thoughts after a frustrating day, but his grandfather sets up a Mind Jar with sparkles and
shows him that just as the sparkles settle in the jar, Moody Cow's angry thoughts can settle through meditation.

No Ordinary Joes
If you had a secret pet who was smart enough to write you messages, how far would you go to protect him? This is the
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question 11-year-old Ruth Patterson faces every day. To keep her secret, Ruth must take the blame for all the trouble he
causes. To keep him safe, she'll have to solve the mystery of a glowing rock, decipher a Hawaiian legend and unravel a
string of lies - all before the lizard's dangerous enemy catches up with them.

Alex the Parrot
A young girl reveals how she can be a best friend to herself, providing encouragement, patience, and acceptance.

No Ordinary Man
When a little rat named Remy tries to become a chef in a famous French restaurant, his passion for cooking soon turns the
culinary world of Paris upside down.

No Ordinary Dog
Elegantly tracing the intellectual history of computer science, Foer puts the DNA of the very idea of "tech" under the
microscope. Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon, he argues, are breaking laws intended to protect intellectual property
and privacy. This is not the path towards freedom and prosperity, but the total automation and homogenization of our
social, political, and intellectual lives. Today's corporate giants want access to every facet of our identities and influence
over every corner of our lives. Foer both indicts these companies, and shapes a path towards reining them in.

No Ordinary Time
Suzanne Redfearn delivers another gripping page-turner in her latest novel, a story about a young mother's fight to protect
her children from the dangerous world of Hollywood. Faye Martin never expected her husband to abandon her and their
three children . . . or that she'd have to struggle every day to make ends meet. So when her four-year-old daughter is
discovered through a YouTube video and offered a starring role on a television series, it seems like her prayers have been
answered. But when the reality of their new life settles in, Faye realizes that fame and fortune don't come without a price.
In a world where everyone is an actor and every move is scrutinized by millions, it's impossible to know whom to trust, and
Faye finds herself utterly alone in her struggle to save her family. Emotionally riveting and insightful, NO ORDINARY LIFE is
an unforgettable novel about the preciousness of childhood and the difficult choices a mother needs to make in order to
protect this fragile time in her children's lives.
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No Ordinary Book
Recounts the true story of an African grey parrot who was the subject of a devoted graduate student's scientific experiment
on animal intelligence and who astonished everyone with its ability to add, understand concepts and speak hundreds of
words. By the author of Aliens for Breakfast.

When You Are Happy
Sophie Morgan bares all in her controversial sequel to Diary of a Submissive, No Ordinary Love Story. Sophie Morgan is a
submissive. An ordinary, successful young woman who in private surrenders her body and mind to a dominant man. Some
of these relationships have been loving, others casual, one just cruel. But what happens when she meets the dominant man
of her dreams? When they move in together? When life, love and play collide? In Adam, Sophie has found a man to respect
and cherish her, as well as a lover who'll take her to the very limits of pain and pleasure. But how do you decide whose
cooking dinner when later one of you will be whipping the other? Can you be curled up together watching TV one night and
the next indulging in a serious punishment session? In this follow-up to the number-one bestseller, The Diary of a
Submissive, Sophie tells us what she did next, how she struggled to combine an ordinary relationship with her sexual
needs. It's a controversial, honest and erotic story of trying to find her kinkily romantic happy-ever-after. No Ordinary Love
Story is Sophie Morgan's real-life Fifty Shades of Grey. Sophie Morgan is the author number-one best-selling The Diary of a
Submissive, and is a journalist in her thirties.

No Ordinary Life
2015 INDIEFAB Book of the Year Gold Award Winner! 2016 Independent Publisher Book Awards Silver Medalist! 2015
National Parenting Publications Bronze Award Winner! Charlotte likes quiet. But wherever Charlotte goes, she is surrounded
by noise, noise, noise—her yipping dog, Otto; the squeaky, creaky swings; the warbling, wailing sirens. Even in the library,
children yammer and yell. Where can Charlotte find a quiet place? Sara Woolley’s magnificent watercolors bring Charlotte’s
city to life when Otto leads her on a wild chase through the park. There, Charlotte discovers a quiet place where she never
would have imagined! Sometimes children need a break from our noisy, over-stimulating world.Charlotte and the Quiet
Place shows how a child learns and practices mindful breathing on her own and experiences the beauty of silence. All
children will relate to the unfolding adventure and message of self-discovery and empowerment. Parents, teachers, and
caretakers of highly active or sensitive children will find this story especially useful.

No Ordinary Apple
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Because the Taliban rulers of Kabul, Afghanistan impose strict limitations on women's freedom and behavior, eleven-yearold Parvana must disguise herself as a boy so that her family can survive after her father's arrest.

Charlotte and the Quiet Place
Documents the stories of four World War II prisoners of war who were tortured by their Japanese captors, describing the
events that led to their imprisonment, the brutal conditions that forged their deep bond and their considerable struggles to
re-acclimate to civilian life. Reprint.

No Ordinary Liz
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A legal thriller that’s comparable to classics such as Scott Turow’s Presumed Innocent . . .
tragic and shocking.”—Associated Press SOON TO BE AN ORIGINAL STREAMING SERIES • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • Boston Globe • Kansas City Star Andy Barber has been an assistant district
attorney for two decades. He is respected. Admired in the courtroom. Happy at home with the loves of his life: his wife,
Laurie, and their teenage son, Jacob. Then Andy’s quiet suburb is stunned by a shocking crime: a young boy stabbed to
death in a leafy park. And an even greater shock: The accused is Andy’s own son—shy, awkward, mysterious Jacob. Andy
believes in Jacob’s innocence. Any parent would. But the pressure mounts. Damning evidence. Doubt. A faltering marriage.
The neighbors’ contempt. A murder trial that threatens to obliterate Andy’s family. It is the ultimate test for any parent:
How far would you go to protect your child? It is a test of devotion. A test of how well a parent can know a child. For Andy
Barber, a man with an iron will and a dark secret, it is a test of guilt and innocence in the deepest sense. How far would you
go? Praise for Defending Jacob “A novel like this comes along maybe once a decade . . . a tour de force, a full-blooded legal
thriller about a murder trial and the way it shatters a family. With its relentless suspense, its mesmerizing prose, and a
shocking twist at the end, it’s every bit as good as Scott Turow’s great Presumed Innocent. But it’s also something more: an
indelible domestic drama that calls to mind Ordinary People and We Need to Talk About Kevin. A spellbinding and
unforgettable literary crime novel.”—Joseph Finder “Defending Jacob is smart, sophisticated, and suspenseful—capturing
both the complexity and stunning fragility of family life.”—Lee Child “Powerful . . . leaves you gasping breathlessly at each
shocking revelation.”—Lisa Gardner “Disturbing, complex, and gripping, Defending Jacob is impossible to put down. William
Landay is a stunning talent.”—Carla Neggers “Riveting, suspenseful, and emotionally searing.”—Linwood Barclay

My New Best Friend
In the spirit of "Eloise" and "Today I Feel Silly, " Baker pens a winning story about an irreverent little girl named Olive. Full
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color.
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